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Abstract—A quantum communication scheme for blind signature is proposed based on two-particle entangled quantum system
to create a novel systemetrical quantum cryptosystem. All the
messages are encrypted by the private key of the sender Alice
during the communication and the authenticity verification of
signatures and an arbitrator’s batch efficient proxy signature is
applied. It demonstrates that a large number of blind signatures
can be derived with the characteristics: impossibility of forgery,
impossibility of disavowal by the signatory and impossibility of
denial by the receiver. The security of our scheme depends on the
two-particle entangled system which cannot be deterministically
intercepted.
Index Terms—Quantum communication, Blind signature,
Proxy signature, Quantum signature, Quantum cryptography.

I. I NTRODUCTION
A classical digital signature is an electronic signature that
can be used to authenticate the identity of the sender of a
message or the signer of a document. It ensures that the
original content of the message or document is unchanged
[1]. Digital signatures are easily transportable, cannot be
imitated by someone else, and can be automatically timestamped. A blind signature introduced by David Chaum [2] is
typically employed in privacy-related protocols and realized by
using a number of common public key signing schemes [3].
Fan and Lei [4] proposed a scheme based on the quadratic
residues problem in 1996. Zeng [5]–[7] has introduced a
quantum signature scheme based on the correlation of quantum
entanglement states in 2001. Gottesman and Chuang [8] have
also proposed a quantum digital signature scheme based on
quantum one-way function. In 2008, Wen [9] proposed a weak
blind signature scheme based on quantum cryptography, Shi
et al. introduced a multiparty quantum proxy group signature
scheme for the entangled-state message [10]–[12] and Lee
also presented two quantum signature schemes with message
recovery [13]. In 2008, Yang and Wen suggested a multiproxy quantum group signature scheme with threshold shared
verification [14], in which only the cooperation of all the
signers in the proxy group can generate the proxy signature
on behalf of the original signer.
In this paper, a quantum communication scheme for blind
signature is proposed to create a new systemetrical quantum

key cryptosystem with two-particle entangled quantum system.
A third fully trusted participant Charlie (the arbitrator and
proxy) is involved. The responsibility of Charlie is to help
Alice and Bob trust each other before communication, verify
the legalization and authenticity of the trying blind signature
and provide batch efficient proxy blind signatures to Alice.
During all the communications, two-particle entangled quantum system are applied to create the quantum message strings
and to make distribution of keys. The rest of this paper is
organized as follows. Sect. II proposes the quantum communication scheme for blind signature. The security analysis and
discussions are made in Sect. III. Finally, the conclusions are
drawn in Sect. IV.
II. Q UANTUM C OMMUNICATION S CHEME FOR B LIND
S IGNATURE
The classical blind signature is described like this: Bob is
a notary, Alice expects that Bob can sign the message from
her and she does not let Bob understand the content of the
message. Bob does not care the content of the message and
only testifies he has notated it at some time [3]. The quantum
communication scheme for blind signature utilizes the arbitrary two-particle entangled quantum system [15] which can
be expressed as follows,
|ϕi = a00 |00i + a01 |01i + a10 |10i + a11 |11i,

(1)

where |a00 |2 + |a01 |2 + |a10 |2 + |a11 |2 = 1.
Suppose that Alice and Bob share a maximally entangled
state:
1
(2)
|ϕAB i = (|00iAB + |01iAB + |10iAB + |11iAB ),
2
Alice and Charlie share a maximally entangled state:
1
(|00iAC + |01iAC + |10iAC + |11iAC ),
(3)
2
and Bob and Charlie share a maximally entangled state:
|ϕAC i =

1
(|00iBC + |01iBC + |10iBC + |11iBC )
2
according to Eq. (1).
|ϕBC i =

(4)
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Fig. 1. The relationship among Alice, Bob and Charlie for the distribution
of quantum keys in the quantum communication scheme of blind signature.

The quantum communication scheme for blind signature can
be presented as following aspects: preparation of quantum keys
and messages, trying quantum blind signature, verification and
batch quantum blind signature.
A. Preparation of Quantum Keys and Messages
Step 1. Alice owns a private key Ka which is used to
encrypt her messages that are excepted to be signed by Bob.
Secret keys Kab , Kac and Kbc are distributed to Alice, Bob
and Charlie, where Kab is employed in the communication
between Alice and Bob and it only can be used twice for Bob’s
encrypting and Alice’s decrypting in the first communication,
then it will be discarded. Kac and Kbc are employed in the
communications between Alice and the arbitrator Charlie and
between Bob and Charlie respectively. The relationship among
Alice, Bob and Charlie for the distribution of quantum keys
is given in Fig. 1.
Step 2. Alice prepares quantities of messages which are
expected to be signed by Bob which can be described as a
matrix
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Fig. 2. The process of quantum communication scheme for blind signature.
(1) ∼ (7) denote that seven steps of quantum communication scheme for
blind signature.

inform Charlie the result of the signature and Charlie verifies
legalization and authenticity of the trying signature. (6) If the
verification is successful, Alice sends quantities of messages
to Charlie. (7) Charlie signs quantities of messages from Alice
with the the combination of Bob’s personal information and
Charlie’s random checking photons.
B. Trying Quantum Blind Signature
Step 1. Alice creates a qubit string |ψM1 i for the trying
message. She transforms the trying message M1 into a qubit
string |ψM1 i, and there are n qubits in this string such as
|ψM1 i, i.e.,
|ψM1 i = {|ψ11 i, |ψ12 i, . . . , |ψ1j i, . . . , |ψ1n i},

where |ψ1j i is a single qubit in the string |ψM1 i. Any qubit
|ψ1j i(j = 1, 2, . . . , n) in |ψM1 i can be expressed as a
superposition of the two eigenstates {|0i, |1i}, ,i.e.,
|ψ1j i = α1j |0i + β1j |1i,

(5)

there are m messages {M1 , M2 , . . . Mm } and each message
has n bits, for example:
£
¤
Mi = mi1 mi2 · · · mij · · · min ,
(6)
and M1 is chosen to be considered as the trying message for
the first trying quantum blind signature.
The quantum communication scheme for blind signature can
be briefly defined as following seven steps corresponding to
Fig. 2. (1) Alice firstly sends a trying message M1 encrypted
by her private key Ka to Bob. (2) Bob adds his personal
information to this secret message and encrypts it by the shared
key Kab with Alice. (3) Bob sends the secret message with his
personal information to Alice which is called the trying blind
signature. (4) Alice receives this trying blind signature and
decrypts it by the shared key Kab with Bob and judge whether
the secret trying message has been falsified, and if falsified
the signature process stops. (5) Alice and Bob separately

(7)

(8)

where α1j and β1j are complex number satisfying |α1j |2 +
|β1j |2 = 1. The general quantum message states |ψMi i can be
expressed as the tensor product of the qubits in that message
string, i.e.,
|ψMi i = |ψi1 i ⊗ |ψi2 i · · · ⊗ |ψij i · · · ⊗ |ψin i
n

= sum2γ=1 λiγ |µ1iγ µ2iγ · · · µjiγ · · · µniγ i,

(9)

P2n

where γ=1 |λiγ |2 = 1 and µjiγ ∈ {0, 1}.
Step 2. Alice transforms her private key Ka =
{|Ka1 i, |Ka2 i, . . . , |Kaj i, . . . , |Kan i} to a sequence of measurement operators Mka ,i.e.,
Mka = {Mk1a1 , Mk2a2 , . . . , Mkjj , . . . , Mknan },
a

(10)

where the operator Mkjj is defined to arise from the key |Kaj i
a
for j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. A more detailed method is described
in Ref. [5]. After the transformation, Alice measures the
information string of qubits |ψM1 i with Mka to derive a secret
string
|T i = Mka |ψM 1 i = {|t1 i, |t2 i, . . . , |tj i, . . . , |tn i},
where |tj i =

Mkjj |ψ1j i
a

(11)

and it denotes the j-th qubit in the
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0 i matches
Fig. 3. The comparison quantum circuit for verifying whether |ψM
i
to |ψMi i.

string of |T i. Thus |T i is the secret state of the trying message
and she directly sends it to Bob and expects Bob to sign it.
Step 3. Bob adds his personal information to the secret
message |T i though he doesn’t understand the content of it.
(1) Bob creates a qubit string |ψp i of his own personal
information which contains n qubits, i.e.,
|ψp i = {|ψp1 i, |ψp2 i, . . . , |ψpj i, . . . , |ψpn i},

(12)

where |ψpj i is a single qubit in |ψp i. Any qubit |ψpj i(j =
1, 2, . . . , n) in |ψp i can be expressed as a superposition of the
two eigenstates {|0i, |1i} like |ψ1j i in the Step 1.
(2) Bob doesn’t expect Alice know the content of his
personal information either and he encrypts |ψp i with Kbc . He
j
1
2
n
relates the key Kbc = {|Kbc
i, |Kbc
i, . . . , |Kbc
i} to
i, . . . , |Kbc
a sequence of measurement operators Mkbc and the modus
is like Eq.(10). Then Bob measures the personal information
string |ψp i with Mkbc and obtains
|P i = Mkbc |ψp i = {|P1 i, |P2 i, . . . , |Pj i, . . . , |Pn i},

(13)

where |pj i denotes the j-th qubit in the string of |pi and |pj i =
Mkjj |ψpj i.
bc
(3)Bob utilizes kab , |T i, |P i to provide a quantum blind
signature to the secret trying message, which can be implemented as this way: he encrypts |T i, |P i with kab to drive
Sb = kab (|T i, |P i),

(14)

where Sb is a blind signature on Alice’s secret trying message.
Step 4. Bob sends Sb back to Alice and waits for the
verification of the signature.
C. Verification
Step 1. Alice receives Sb and uses kab to decrypt Sb to
derive |T 0 i and |P 0 i. Then she uses her private key ka to
0
decrypt |T 0 i to obtain a quantum string |ψM
i.
1
Step 2. Alice verifies whether the signature is blindness.
0
She compares |ψM
i to her |ψM1 i which she has reserved
1
in the Step 1 of trying quantum blind signature phase. The
comparison quantum circuit is presented in Fig. 3. It im0
i ⊕ |ψij i and we can justify whether
plies that |vij i = |ψij
0
|ψMi i matches to |ψMi i according to the output qubit string
|Vi i = {|vi1 i, |vi2 i, . . . , |vij i, . . . , |vi(n−1) i, |vin i}. Because
0
|0i ⊕ |0i = |0i, |1i ⊕ |1i = |0i, |0i ⊕ |1i = |1i, |ψM
i
i
may match to |ψMi i when |Vi i = {|0i, |0i, . . . , |0i, . . . , |0i}
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0
is derived. If |ψM
i 6= |ψM1 i, it means the secret message has
1
been misrepresented. Maybe there is somebody has measured
the trying message or intercepted the whole or parts of the
content, because any measurement may change the state of
quantum photons. Then the protocol should be terminated. If
0
|ψM
i = |ψM1 i, we can suggest that there is nobody knows
1
the content of the trying message except Alice, thus the blind
signature can be established.
Step 3. Bob transmits |P i to the arbitrator Charlie. |P i is
the encrypted result of |ψp i with Mkbc , and it is secret to
anyone except Bob and the arbitrator Charlie. So Bob can
send it directly to Charlie through the quantum channel.
Step 4. Alice sends |P 0 i to Charlie.
Step 5. The arbitrator Charlie receives |P 0 i and |P i, and
he certifies whether the signature is authentic. He firstly
compares if |P 0 i = |P i, and then he uses kbc to decrypt
|P 0 i and |P i separately. Charlie obtains |ψp0 i and |ψp i, and
then he compares whether |ψp0 i = |ψp i. If |P 0 i = |P i and
|ψp0 i = |ψp i, we can consider this trying blind signature is
successful, then Charlie will inform Alice and Bob this trying
blind signature is authentic and blindness. Charlie can also
apply the comparison quantum circuit in Fig. 3 to implement
the verification procedure. Next step, Charlie can sign a
large number of messages from Alice as a proxy of Bob.
However, when any previous condition is not satisfied, the
communication should be terminated.

D. Batch Proxy Quantum Blind Signature
Charlie may become a proxy of Bob and sign quantities of
messages {M2 , M3 , . . . Mm } of Alice with the combination
of Bob’s personal information |P i and his random checking
k
photons |Pcheck
i.
Step 1. Alice transforms her remaining messages
{M2 , M3 , . . . Mm } into m − 1 strings of qubits
{|ψM2 i, |ψM3 i . . . , |ψMm i} like the Step 1 ∼ 3 of the
trying quantum blind signature phase. Then she encrypts
them by her private key ka , thus the remaining secret
messages can be expressed as follows,
|Mk i = Mka |ψMk i = {|mk1 i, |mk2 i, . . . , |mkj i, . . . , |mkn i},
(15)
where k = 2, 3, ..., m.
Step 2. Alice sends {|M2 i, |M3 i, ...|Mm i} to Charlie successively and waits for the signature from Bob’s proxy Charlie.
Step 3. Charlie adds one qubit random checking photon
k
|Pcheck
i into |P i which Charlie has obtained in the step 3 of
verification phase, where
k
k
|Pcheck
i = Mkrbc
r |ψcheck i

(16)

k
and |ψcheck
i(k = 2, 3, . . . , m) is formed as Eq.(9). r is a
random number in {1, 2, . . . j . . . , n}. It means Charlie may
k
randomly choose a Mkjj from Mkbc to measure |Pcheck
i. Thus
bc
the general expression of the combining qubit strings is
k
k
|PBT
i = {|P i, |Pcheck
i}
k
= {|P1 i, |P2 i, . . . , |Pj i, . . . , |Pn i, |Pcheck
i},(17)
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where k = 2, 3, . . . m. Each message state |Mk i is correk
sponding to a |PBT
i, and Charlie can randomly use a different
k
|PBT i to sign a message from Alice.
Step 4. Charlie separately signs m − 1 secret messages with
k
the string |PBT
i(k = 2, 3, . . . , m) which is the combination
of Bob’s personal information and Charlie’s checking photons,
and he encrypts them by kac . Thus the proxy blind signatures
are obtained:
k
STk = kac (|Mk i, |PBT
i),
(18)
where k = 2, 3, . . . , m.
Step 5. Charlie sends the secret messages with blind signatures {ST2 , ST3 , . . . , STm } back to Alice successively.
Step 6. Alice receives the blind signatures STk (k =
2, 3, . . . , m) and decrypts them by kac to get |Mk i(k =
k0
2, 3, . . . , m) and |PBT
i(k = 2, 3, . . . , m). Then she decrypts |Mk i(k = 2, 3, . . . , m) with ka to obtain |ψk i(k =
2, 3, . . . , m). Because Charlie is the fully trusted arbitrator
and the proxy signatures contain his checking photons and
Bob’s correct personal information, it is not necessary to
suspect the accuracy of the signature. However, Alice can
randomly measure the accuracy of the signatures by justifying
whether they satisfy |ψk i = |ψMk i(k = 2, 3, . . . , m) and
k0
|PBT
i = |P 0 i(k = 2, 3, . . . , m).
III. S ECURITY A NALYSIS A ND D ISCUSSIONS
The security of this scheme can be analyzed as following
four aspects: impossibility of forgery, impossibility of disavowal by the signatory, impossibility of denial by the receiver
and the security of the entangled quantum system.
A. Impossibility of Forgery
If an dishonest participant Eve wants to forge the signature
of Bob, she may sign the illegal messages herself by imitating
Bob’s signature or pretend the legal user Alice to require for
Bob’s signature. Even if Eve succeeds to sign her messages
by forging Bob’s personal information. Denote the spurious
Bob’s personal information is |Ps , she may be detected in the
verification phase, and the arbitrator Charlie can judge |Ps i
does not match to the Bob’s correct personal information |P i.
The communication of the signing phase should be terminated
immediately.
If the attacker Eve expects to forge the signature of Bob,
she may be recognized in the step 3 of initial phase. Even
though she is so lucky to escape identity verification and she
can send her trying secret message to Bob, Bob doesn’t care
what the content of the message is but only signs it. Because
the signing message is encrypted by kab before she sends it
back to Eve, Eve can not decrypt it for lack of kab .
B. Impossibility of Disavowal by the Signatory
Suppose Bob has added his personal information to sign
the trying message, and the signature is obtained by Alice.
Because the arbitrator Charlie can judge whether the signature
is authentic or not, once it is proved to be authentic, the Bob’s
personal information has already denoted for a register from
him, then the following signing for the last m − 1 messages is
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the responsibility of the arbitrator and proxy Charlie, and he
will utilize the combination of his checking photons and Bob’s
personal information to do this. If Bob disavow it, he will be
discovered by Charlie immediately. In this scheme, as long as
Bob has signed the trying message and the signature has been
proved to be authentic by Charlie, the mechanism of proxy
signature make Bob have no chance to disavow the remaining
m − 1 signature. Thus the signatory Bob is impossible to
disavow the signature.
C. Impossibility of Denial by the Receiver
In the verification phase, Alice derives Sb and use kab
to decrypt Sb to obtain |T 0 i and |P 0 i. After the arbitrator
Charlie’s authentication, if |P 0 i = |P i and |ψp0 i = |ψp i,
Charlie informs Alice and Bob this trying blind signature is
authentic, otherwise, the trying signature will be considered
incredible and the process of signature is discontinued at once.
It means the two participants Alice and Bob can not deny the
signature any way and Charlie is considered to be a judge.
If one of them deny or disavow the signature, Charlie can
unconditionally suspect the identification of them, and they
may be no longer join in this communication.
D. Security of Entangled Quantum System
Suppose an attacker Eve can entangle her ancila system with
the two-particle entangled quantum system |ϕi in Eq. (1) by
applying the strongest collective attack with probabilities. The
combined Eve’s and quantum system state can be expressed
as
|Eϕi = λ00 a00 |00i|e00 i + λ01 a01 |01i|e01 i
+λ10 a10 |10i|e10 i + λ11 a11 |11i|e11 i, (19)
where |e00 i, |e01 i, |e10 i and |e11 i are un-normalized states of
Eve and |λ00 i, |λ01 i, |λ10 i and |λ11 i are parameters relative to
her attack probabilities. If Eve is clever enough to implement
single qubit QND measurement on one particle of |ϕi with the
measurement operator ρ = 12 |0ih0| ± 12 |1ih1|, she can derive
the ideal entangled states
|Ei =

1
{(λ00 a00 |0e00 i + λ01 a01 |1e01 i)
2
±(λ10 a10 |0e10 i + λ11 a11 |1e11 i)}

(20)

according to Eq. (19). Thus the entanglement entropy of |Ei
can be analyzed based on the degree of entanglement [16]
to indicate the maximal amount of information which can be
intercepted by Eve. The entanglement entropy is
√
√
1+ 1−ε
1+ 1−ε
SE = −
log2
√2
√2
1− 1−ε
1− 1−ε
−
log2
,
(21)
2
2
where ε = 4|λ00 λ11 a00 a11 − λ01 λ10 a01 a10 |2 . Even though
Eve can adjust the parameters |λ00 i, |λ01 i, |λ10 i and |λ11 i to
make SE approach the maximal value 1 (when ε = 1) while
the maximal entropy of the two-particle entangled quantum
system |ϕi is 2. Therefore the entangled quantum system state
cannot be deterministically intercepted.
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IV. C ONCLUSIONS
A quantum communication scheme for blind signature with
two-particle entangled quantum system is proposed, which is a
new quantum key cryptosystem that combines proxy signature
and blind signature. The two-particle entangled quantum states
are applied to create the strings of qubits for messages and
make distribution of keys. No matter the trying message or
the remaining m − 1 messages, they are encrypted by the
private key ka of Alice. Moreover, an authenticity verification
of signatures and an arbitrator’s efficient proxy signature are
both applied. The analysis shows that a large number of blind
signatures for quantities of messages can be achieved with
the characteristics: impossibility of forgery, impossibility of
disavowal by the signatory and impossibility of denial by the
receiver. The security of our scheme depends on the twoparticle entangled system which cannot be deterministically
intercepted.
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